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Abstract—Dependencies for electromagnetic spectrum-based 

technologies have increased with the introduction of digital 

broadcasting and high-speed internet. The solar weather which 

specifically related to the sun’s activities caused an impact toward 

the stability and the continuity of electromagnetic spectrum on 

earth with the strike of solar flare. With the use of low-frequencies 

radio spectrometers, the early detection of solar flare can be made 

with the appearance of solar radio bursts. With the prediction 

model developed for solar radio burst, the effect of it can be 

reduced with a precaution action. Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) had been widely applied in various prediction model 

development. Since solar radio flux is a highly non-linear data, 

Neural Network Autoregressive Model with Exogenous Input 

(NNARX) is considered for the solar radio burst prediction model 

development. NNARX is a dynamic ANN which had been widely 

applied in solar radiation prediction model development. In this 

paper, previous study on the application of NNARX will be 

discussed to develop an architectural concept in order to prepare 

the NNARX for solar radio burst prediction. By the end of this 

study, framework for the prediction model development is 

established to prepare future work for solar radio burst prediction 

using NNARX. 

Index Terms—Solar Radio Burst, ANN, NNARX 

I. INTRODUCTION

OLAR radio burst is a natural phenomena related to the solar

weather. It is usually referred to the early sign of solar flare 

event [1]. Because of this, the development of solar radio 

spectrometers had been done with several features and 

associated technique of observation. Solar radio spectrometers 

aim to captures the low frequencies transmitted by the sun. 

These low frequencies are travelled directly from the sun to the 

earth through the ionosphere layer [2]. The frequency signal 

from the sun, which referred to the solar radio is emitted by the 

sun in constant value. In the event of solar flare, the solar radio 

captured by the spectrometer will increase. This increased solar 

radio is defined as a solar radio burst. In other words, the solar 

radio burst is an early signal of solar flare event which could 

harm our stability of electromagnetic spectrum.  

Solar radio burst could bring disturbance to entire technologies 

which depend on it such as telecommunication, internet, Global 

Positioning System (GPS), satellite, electrical grid, oil and gas 

pipeline distribution, energy chamber and many more [3].  

TABLE I. SOLAR ACTIVITIES AND IMPACT ON EARTH 

Solar Activities Impacts 

Solar Flares - The impact is from the development

of photons from solar flare.

- Impact earth surface which directly

face the sun.

Coronal Mass 

Ejections 

- Large cloud of plasma erupts from

the sun.

- The cloud propagates in the eruption

direction.

- Impact the earth surface if the

propagation of cloud is facing the

earth.

High-Speed 

Solar Wind 

- Develop from the coronal holes.

- Impact earth when the coronal holes

develop closer to solar equator.

Solar Energetic 

Particles 

- Highly charged particles.

- Shocks form release by coronal

mass ejections and solar flares

formation.

- Impact earth with thecharged

particles that flows in magnetic field

path direction between sun and

earth.
Source: https://nasa.gov 

Table I above shows the solar activities and its impact to the 

earth. Based on previous study on solar weather, there is a 

chance of having more than one solar activity and also the 

impact is varied [4]. The possibility is also because the events 

is related to each other. For example, Coronal Mass Ejections 

(CMEs) is usually occurs after the solar flare event [5]. Since 

the detection is based on the solar radio spectrometer, the 

detection is focusing on the value of the frequency which 

sensed by the spectrometers. By applying ANN, the prediction 

of the frequencies could be achieved. ANN had been applied in 

many prediction model developments such as flood prediction 

[6], agriculture-based prediction [7], business model prediction 

[8], faulty diagnosis model [9] and many more. There are two 

sub-categories for ANN; Static ANN and Dynamic ANN [10]. 
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This paper will review the application of NNARX; the dynamic 

ANN method focusing on solar weather to develop the 

conceptual framework for solar radio burst prediction model. 

II. SOLAR RADIO BURST

Spectrograms defined as a representative of radio frequency 

emits by the solar flares. The detection of solar flare is detected 

by the appearance of the radio frequency from the suns. To 

captures the solar radio frequency, spectrometers are used [11]. 

Spectrometers are used to identify and capture the radio 

frequency released from the sun through solar activities. This 

solar activity is in unstable form and can be vary from time to 

time. Because of the atmospheric layer of earth, there is a delay 

between the shock waves created by the solar flares before it 

hits the earth atmosphere [12]. Solar flares generate shock 

waves which propagate in the interplanetary medium. With the 

absence of the electron density profile on the propagation path, 

the velocity could be estimated [13]. The effect of solar radio 

burst can be seen in disturbance in Global Positioning Satellite 

(GPS) signals and excessive noise produced that can harm the 

user of communications during the occurrences [14]. 

Solar radio burst emission is based on solar flares event. It 

can be lasting ranging from a few seconds up to several hours. 

The characteristics of solar radio burst vary with wavelength. It 

is important to have a solid solar radio monitoring medium 

which could be used as forecast tools in detecting the solar 

flares [15]. Solar flare is a diverse dynamic activity which 

associated with high magnetic energy release, particle 

acceleration, radiation burst and release of plasma particles into 

the space [16]. Most of solar activities is due to the variation in 

its magnetic field. Solar magnetic field is developed in the 

convection zone which its occurrence is based from a dynamo 

process due to solar rotation and convection [17-18]. Solar flare 

is associated with solar spots with high magnetic field, solar 

cycle and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). CMEs is defined as 

propagation of plasma particles along with magnetic field lines 

[19]. Usually, the energy of radiation is pass through the corona 

in low energy level. When the solar flare occurs, a tremendous 

amount of energy is emitted and this will increase the radiation 

level of the sun [20]. This also had impact the acceleration of 

plasma particles along with the magnetic field line induced. 

Accelerated particle causes intense radiations in entire 

wavelengths. Inside solar flare, gas temperature reaches up to 

approximately 10 to 20 million degrees Kelvin and could be as 

high as 100 million degrees Kelvin [21]. Based on previous 

research, there are three stages of solar flare had been identified 

as shown in Table II below [22]. 

Based on the analysis, it is reported that the entire stage of 

solar flare event could take up a few seconds or continues for 

an hour period. There are two categories of solar flares; single 

loop and two-ribbon flares. Single loop flares defined as one 

magnetic loop described as a flux tube brightens in X-rays and 

its shape and position is static during the occurences. Two-

ribbon flares is larger than a compact flare and happens near the 

solar prominence, a loop of plasma confined between two 

magnetic field lines [23].  

TABLE II. SOLAR FLARE STAGES 

Stages Descriptions 

Pre-cursor The released of magnetic energy 

and emission of soft x-ray 

Impulsive Accelerations of protons and 

electrons in the particle and 

emission of radio waves, gamma-

ray and hard x-ray 

Decay Soft x-ray will be gradually built 

up and decay 

The earth depends on its magnetosphere and atmosphere 

layer to protect the livings from the potential damage related to 

space weather [24]. The closed magnetic field of the 

magnetosphere absorbed the incoming shockwave due to the 

changes in the solar wind and deflect as many as possible the 

ionized radiation flux from the sun. The atmosphere layer will 

then absorbs the flux which consists of ionizing and extreme 

ultraviolet and soft x-ray photons that produced by the solar 

flares. 

There are five known types of solar radio burst namely Type 

I, Type II, Type III, Type IV and Type V [25]. This type of solar 

radio burst can be seen as individual or a combination of more 

than one type. Table III below shows the summary of all types 

of solar radio burst. 

TABLE III. TYPES OF SOLAR RADIO BURST 

Solar Burst Descriptions 

Type I - Non-flare conditions.

- Consists of noise storm in the range of

100 to 400 MHz with an hour time-scale

variation.

- Associated with burst component in

drifting chains of 10 to 20 MHz.

Type II - Defined as a slow drift.

- Occur at the duration of the soft x-ray

peaked in a solar flare.

- Appear as second-harmonic bands with

two traces caused by band’s splitting.

- Identified by a presence of the low

frequency drift with dynamic time

spectra.

Type III - Defined as a fast drift.

- Occur in duration of second.

- Occur in group of 3 and up to 10 with less

than 60 second duration.

- Radio emission resulted from accelerated

electrons which propagate through

corona at high velocity.

Type IV - Is an extension of continuum radiation

from Type I.

- Extend up to 300 MHz frequency band

and often last for 10 to 300 minutes.

Type V - Always associated with Type III with

duration less than 60 second.

- Referred to an extension of Type III with

a flag-like image.

- Emission of Type V is equivalent to

quasi-continuous of the frequency

bandwidth of Type III.
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III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

ANN is an application of mathematical function to solve 

specific problems using the analogy of human brain as the 

decision-making process skill [26]. The architecture developed 

for the ANN is a simply the same with the structure of the 

biological brain. This architecture consists of numerous 

neurons which are interconnected in order and is placed in the 

dedicated group called layers. Based from the architecture 

analogy, there are three common layers of the ANN model 

which are, input layer, hidden layer and output layer.ANN is 

widely known as the conventional mathematical algorithms 

thatis used to solve a problem consisting a linear programming 

and logic-based calculations. ANN is widely appliesin solving 

a problem related to pattern recognition and matching [27], 

clustering [28] and classification [29]. The first concept of 

ANN was developed bya neurobiologist called Frank 

Rosenblatt in 1957 with the introducing of the Mark I 

Perceptron [30]. The model describes that the connectivity 

between neurons improved through a supervised learning 

process which will eventually reduce the misfit between actual 

and expected output. The expected output comes from a 

training data set. The misfit is then back-propagated through the 

entire network and allows the weights of the connections to be 

updated. The misfit between the actual and expected output of 

the network represents necessary information in which for 

learning performance improvements. 

Fig. 1. The perceptron workflow. 

Figure 1 shows the idea of the works of perceptron. At first, 

the perceptron receives the Inputs x1, x2, …, xm [31]. The 

symbol ‘1’ represents a bias in the Input Data. The combination 

of input with the Weights, w is used to compute the Net Input 

Function. The Net Input Function will be passed to the 

Activation Function that will produces a Binary Output of -1 or 

+1 in which corresponds to the predicted class label of the

sample. Calculation of prediction’s error is based on the output

during the learning phase. In order to update the wights, the

resultant value will be back-propagated. Eventually, the

updated actions will continue to reduce the misfit between

actual output and desired output.

Based from this fundamental study of perceptron to visualize 

the neural network methodology, further enhancement had been 

made and results in creating diverse architecture for ANN. To 

summarize, ANN can be divided into two main group; Static 

ANN and Dynamic ANN. Static ANN is a non-looping network 

and dosen’t have any feedback and delay mechanism in the 

connection. It also defined as a statistical regression tool 

because it deals with the non-linear function approximation 

sufficiently. The neural architecture of the Static ANN is shown 

in Fig.2 below. 

Fig. 2. The architecture of Static ANN. 

Dynamic ANN is an updated version of Static ANN. 

Dynamic ANN has the capabilities of storing a memory. 

Because of this, Dynamic ANN can be trained to solve a 

sequential or time-varying patterns problems [32]. Dynamic 

ANN are trained with the same gradient-based algorithms of 

back-propagation as in Static ANN.Dynamic ANN delivers 

better performance as compared with Static ANN is because the 

gradient is computed in a more efficient way. Because of this 

complexity, the time consumed for a Dynamic ANN is high. 

Network training must be carried out multiple times to gets an 

optimal result [33]. 

IV. NNARX

NNARX is the Dynamic ANN method [34]. In dynamic 

network, the output depends on various parameters such as 

current input, previous inputs, previous outputs and states of the 

network. NNARX has a parametric component with addition of 

a non-linear part. The single hidden layer of feed-forward ANN 

cater this non-linear approximation. In other words, NNARX is 

a current dynamic network consists of several layers network 

with a feedback connections. It also based on the linear ARX 

model which commonly applies in time-series modelling [35]. 

NNARX can be formulated as below: 

𝑦′(𝑡) = 𝐹 (𝑦(𝑡 − 1), 𝑦(𝑡 − 2), …𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑦), 𝑥(𝑡 − 1), 𝑥(𝑡 − 2), … , 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑥))  (1) 

From equation (1), the future value of the dependent output 

signal y’(t) is predicted based on previous output values with 

previous independent input values. There are two architecture 

of NNARX; parallel and series-parallel. Parallel architecture of 

NNARX can be formulated as equation (2) and series-parallel 

architecture of NNARX can be formulated as equation (3) 

below: 

𝑦′(𝑡 + 1) = 𝐹(𝑦(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡 − 1), … , 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑦), 𝑥(𝑡 + 1), 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡 − 1), … , 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑥)) (2)
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𝑦′(𝑡 + 1) = 𝐹(𝑦′(𝑡), 𝑦′(𝑡 − 1), … , 𝑦′(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑦), 𝑥(𝑡 + 1), 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡 − 1), … , 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑥))  (3) 

Where the function, F defined as the mapping function of the 

NNARX with y’(t+1) as the output at specific time, t+1. The 

true past values of NNARX denoted as y’(t), y’(t-1),…,y’(t-ny) 

and also defined as the past output of NNARX while the input 

of the NNARX is denoted as x(t+1), x(t),…,x(t-ny). The number 

of input delays is denoted as nx while number of output delay is 

denoted as ny. 

Parallel architecture of NNARX is called close-loop 

architecture where the output signal is feedback as the input of 

the feed-forwardnetwork asshown in Fig. 3. below. 

Fig. 3.  Parallel architecture of NNARX. 

The prediction is performed by the combination of present 

and previous input of x(t) with additional feedback from past 

predicted values in form of time series y’(t). 

The series-parallel architecture of NNARX is defined as 

open-loop architecture where it can consists of the true output 

that had been created during the training [36]. This would made 

true output is used without the needs of estimated output feed-

backas shown in Fig. 4. The advantage of the series-parallel 

architecture is that the input is accurately feed in the network 

and resulting a purely feed-forward network architecture with 

the static back-propagation used as a training method. 

Fig. 4. Series-Parallel architecture of NNARX. 

The future value predictionof the time series of y(t-1) is 

performed with the combination of past and present value of 

x(t) with additional feedback from past values in form of time 

series y(t). 

V. APPLICATION OF NNARX IN SOLAR RADIATION 

PREDICTION 

According to general methodology of ANN as shown in Fig. 

5 below, the data loaded into the model in database format and 

undergo data normalization process before it proceed with the 

Neural Network process. Data normalization will transform the 

data in the range of [0,1]. This to ensure the data is within the 

small-scale limit to avoid massive calculation perfomed and 

reduce the complexity by focusing on the training process. The 

method of NNARX starts with the learning and generalization 

of the system. Neural Network in general operates purposely on 

learning basis compared with a conventional programming 

method. The learning phase is where the Neural Network 

estimate the parameter to be feed in and study the behaviour and 

the types of parameter involved. The proportion of the input 

data is commonly on 40-40-20 scale. This means, 40% of the 

data will used for training, 40% of the data used for testing and 

lastly 20% of remaining data used for the validation.  

The inputs and outputs are totally depending on the 

prediction application. The network weight is constantly 

modified and adjusted during the training or learning phase. 

This weight adjustment is part of the specific learning algorithm 

process before it is tested in generalization phase. 

Generalization or testing phase will determine the Neural 

Network performance. It treats the output with non-learned 

input and the network capacity is degrades in the under-learning 

case. 

Fig. 5. Methodology flowchart for ANN. 
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NNARX is a dynamic recurrent neural network. The concept 

of NNARX is generalization of non-linear parameter with the 

Autoregressive Model with Exogenous Input (ARX) which 

defined as the standard instrument linear black-box system 

identification [37]. The ability of tackling non-linear dynamic 

system had brought NNARX in applications of time-series 

prediction modelling [38]. To fully utilize this non-linear time-

series prediction, many utilizations had been made toward its 

memory-handling ability with the past values of predicted and 

true time series. 

In order to have a solid prediction model using NNARX, 

there are many considerations made for several parameter that 

will be used as the input in the prediction model. Fig.6 below 

shows the architecture of NNARX in solar radiation prediction 

model using Series-Parallel Architecture [39]. 

Fig. 6. The setup for NNARX prediction model for predicting direct solar 

radiation on a horizontal surface using series-parallel architecture. 

In this study, the input is divided into two components; 

deterministic and statistical. Deterministic components are the 

mathematically description of direct solar radiation based on 

clear sky model and denoted as the endogenous input of 

NNARX. Statistical components concentrate on the cloud cover 

sky model and denoted as exogenous input of NNARX which 

involves an influential parameter of the direct solar radiation. 

Based from the results, this proposed method of NNARX had 

given a good indicator of performance based on the Mean 

Square Error (MSE) values as shown in Fig.7 below. 

Fig. 7. The results obtained from the proposed method with the MSE value of 

0.00279. 

Based from this study, it is shown that NNARX had intial 

data segmentation which not only used for the data tagging for 

training, testing and validation but also has features of 

segmentation the input data into statistical and deterministic 

parameter. This is due to the ability to handle exogenous input 

together with endogenous input in the Neural Network 

architecture. Solar radio burst prediction model development 

will consider the solar flare occurences, solar radiation value, 

sunspot occurences and the magnetic field readings using 

various space weather related instrumentations. 

NNARX had been further applies in solar radiation 

prediction study because NNARX involves in parametric model 

which using different combination of weather prediction 

variables [40]. Based from this study, they utilized the parallel 

architecture and consists of the back-propagation algorithms 

method. Back-propagation method consists of training and re-

called phase. During training phase, error of the network is 

calculated by means of gradient and the weights of output is 

adjusted [41]. Re-called phase runs with the finalization of the 

input variables and target combination There are two method of 

updating the weights; iteration method and calculation of mean 

values of input and output [42]. The new weight values and 

biases are calculated using equation (4) below: 

𝑊𝑖𝑗,𝑛 = 𝑈𝑛+∝ 𝑊𝑖𝑗,𝑛 − 1 (4) 

Where 𝑊𝑖𝑗,𝑛 is the current weight with a bias vectors, ∝ is

the rate of momentum factor that determine the implication of 

past weights toward current value and Un defined as an update 

function of the system. Based from the study, the most common 

equation solving algorithm is the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) 

training algorithm [43]. Based from LM, the update function of 

Un can be calculated using equation (5) below: 

𝑈𝑛 = −(𝐽𝑇 × 𝐽 + 𝜇𝐼)−1 × 𝐽𝑇 × 𝑒 (5) 

Where J is the Jacobian matrix which contains the first 

derivatives of the network error based on weights and biases, e 

is a vector of network error, μ is a number of scalar and I refer 

to an identity matrix. 

The training is done to study the lowest possible MSE values. 

The accuracy of the estimation based on the lowest MSE 

measured. Mean Bias Error (MBE) is used to indicate the 

average deviation of the predicted and measured value as shown 

in equation (6) below. The lower value of MBE, the better 

prediction can be made for a long-term model prediction. 

𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝐼𝑝,𝑖 − 𝐼𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1 (6) 

MSE is calculated between actual output value and target 

output values. Network training can be stopped if the validation 

vectors saturated at certain MSE value. But in this study, further 

clarification had been made for the validation performance 

using the Regression Analysis. Regression analysis is done to 

determine the best-fit of the training, validation and test set. The 

perfect-fit can be determined if the data falls along a 45° linear 

line between the outputs and target graph. Fig. 8 shows an 

example of linear regression analysis. 
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Fig. 8. Example of linear regression analysis graph indicate the output and 

target value. 

The minimum value of MSE obtained from output and target 

value will be used as an indication of the number of neurons 

will be used in the NNARX architecture. This has further 

analysis by previous study made for static and dynamic neural 

network comparison [44]. 

To enhanced the prediction using NNARX, the introduction 

of other data processing had been implemented. This includes 

the application of image processing and other correctional 

method [45]. Based from the results in Fig. 9 below, it shows 

that the implementation of this hybrid approach had given better 

performance as indicated in the output produce. 

Fig. 9. The results obtained from the proposed hybrid method of NNARX in 

predicting solar radiation in Temixco, Mexico. 

The performance analysis of NNARX model for prediction 

can be made using several parameter including MSE, Root 

Mean Square Error (RMSE),Mean Absolute Percentage error 

(MAPE) and MBE. This indication can be used to determine 

the difference made between the actual measured data and 

prediction-based time-series data. 

VI. FINDINGS & DISCUSSIONS

Based from the conceptual study of NNARX, it had been 

observed that the application of NNARX had given a good 

prediction results on solar radiation. With the study, it is 

observed that NNARX had several abilities that suit the solar 

radio burst prediction model development. For the prediction 

model, the same methodology will be used. Fig.10 below shows 

the proposed NNARX method in solar radio burst prediction 

considering the detail observed in the study. 

Fig. 10. Methodology best suit for the NNARX approach in solar radio burst 

prediction. 

The ability to perform prediction on non-linear data had 

made NNARX is widely applied in the solar radiation 

prediction model development. With addition of exogenous 

input, NNARX can be used to deliver prediction results based 

on segmentation of deterministic and statistical component for 

the input parameter.Since solar radio burst has five different 

type, the prediction model must be trained with numerous data 

accordingly. The other related data for solar radio burst 

prediction will be going to the endogenous input while the 

classification of solar radio burst according to its type will be 

on the exogenous input as shown in Fig.10. There are five types 

of solar radio burst and it can be seen using solar radio 

spectrometers such as CALLISTO.  

The aim of this study is to collect the information on how 

NNARX had been utilized in solar radiation prediction and 

what are the key information that will be used to develop solar 

radio burst prediction model using this ANN method.Based 

from the previous study, there are always a new things and 

certain missing link that need to be reconfigure in order to fully 

develop an efficient prediction model especially for non-linear 

data. NNARX had both endogenous and exogenous input 

parameter which had given us the complete information 

acquisition to the training part of the NNARX.Training part of 

the NNARX is used to determine the number of neurons for the 

prediction model. Training will be executed until the minimum 

MSE is obtained. This will be the guideline which had been 

setup for the behavior of the Neural Network in producing 

predicted output based on input parameter. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the review of the previous studies 

focusing on the NNARX application for solar radiation 

prediction model development. This is done because the 

application of NNARX for solar radio burst is a new approach. 

The similarity between solar radiation prediction and solar 

radio burst had made the conceptual study referred to the 

application of NNARX on solar radiation prediction. In the 

findings, it is observed that the NNARX had given the best 

prediction results for solar radiation because of its features. 

NNARX is a Dynamic Recurrent Neural Network that had the 

ability to deliver prediction on dynamic non-linear time-series 

data. NNARX also has the ability to segregate both 

deterministic and statistical input component which is an 

important features to ease the prediction based on a complex 

architecture. Based from the previous study, the input 

parameter is in time-series with hourly data acquisition. The 

prediction is made also in hourly basis. In solar radio flux 

measurement made by CALLISTO, the data also retrieved in 

hourly basis. In this paper, the study regarding to solar radiation 

is used to find the same research scope and limitation to get 

proper knowledge regarding to the application of NNARX 

toward solar radio burst. By the end of the conceptual study on 

NNARX, the proper methodology of prediction model 

development for solar radio burst is successfully obtained and 

will be a guideline for future work based on NNARX. It is also 

indicated that the hybrid approach of NNARX had been applied 

to enhanced the prediction results. 
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